Computer Aided Aroma Design (CAAD) is likely to become a hot issue as the REACH EC document targets many aroma compounds to require substitution. The two crucial steps in CAMD are the generation of candidate molecules and the estimation of properties, which can be difficult when complex molecular structures like odours are sought and their odour quality are definitely subjective or their odour intensity are partly subjective as stated in Rossitier's review (1996). The CAAD methodology and a novel molecular framework were presented in part I. Part II focuses on a classification methodology to characterize the odour quality of molecules based on Structure -Odour Relation (SOR). Using 2D and 3D molecular descriptors, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Artificial Neural Network are compared in favour of LDA. The classification into balsamic / non balsamic quality was satisfactorily solved. The classification among five sub notes of the balsamic quality was less successful, partly due to the selection of the Aldrich's Catalog as the reference classification. For the second case, it is shown that the sweet sub note considered in Aldrich's Catalog is not a relevant sub note, confirming the alternative and popular classification of Jaubert et al., (1995) , the field of odours.
1.

Introduction
Aroma molecules are found in a wide variety of products ranging from foods, perfumes, health care products and medicines. Either combined or alone, odour and fragrance compounds are used to induce consumers to associate favourable impressions with a given product. In some rare cases (banana / isoamyl acetate, lemon / lemonal, almond / benzaldehyde), products have one predominant component which provides the characteristic odour / notes. However, in most cases, products containing odours include a mixture of fragrant compounds where a complex competition between its components sets the mixture overall odour properties.
Odour is a complex set of intensity, perception and referential-based description into a primary note and secondary note. But truth is that olfaction phenomenon is not yet completely understood and odour measurements are often inaccurate (Amboni et al., 2000) .
Recently, some aroma substances have been declassified within the European Community REACH document regulating the use of chemicals in terms of environment and toxicity and forcing industry to eventually substituting existing substances by more environment friendly and less toxic ones. Such a problem is a perfect match for the application of chemical product design especially computer aided molecular design (CAMD), where we try to find a chemical product that exhibits certain desirable or specified properties (Constantinou et al., 1996, Harper and Gani, 2000) . With successes among which the finding of new refrigerants in replacement of proscribed CFC components or the finding of solvent in separation processes, CAMD inverse methodology has shown that two kind of information must be handled: molecular information to describe the product and thermodynamic information that concerns the product property values under given operating conditions. For the substitution of aroma molecules using CAMD, special difficulties arise from the aroma molecules that can be quite large or display significant differences between isomers and from the subjectivity of odour properties.
The manuscript is organized in two sections. In the first section, we present the issues of computer aided aroma design (CAAD) by pointing specificities to aroma substitution and the interest of an efficient molecular knowledge framework, detailed in the previous part I manuscript (Korichi et al., 2007) , that is suitable for the screening of large and possibly isomer molecules and that is also compliant with the use of any property estimation method, from simple structure -property models to molecular simulation within a CAAD hierarchical multi-level methodology. In a second part, a Novel molecule construction is often made from a pool of chemical fragments and proceeds hierarchically in several steps or levels at which the set of candidate is either reduced or improved based on the comparison of their estimated properties with the initial target set.
CAMD based techniques are classified into database search, generate and test, mathematical programming and genetic algorithm (Harper et al., 1999) . All three can be thought of for aroma substitution but the existence of large molecules among possible fragrances hints at combining generate and test techniques with popular stochastic methods like genetic algorithm so as to sample efficiently the population of candidate molecules.
At each new molecule generation, physical and thermodynamic property value must be obtained either from databases or calculated from models. According to the literature, properties are classified as primary (molecular size dependent only) and secondary (dependent on the molecular structure and other variables/properties) . For aroma substitution we distinguish classify in an alternate way: for objective properties, a numerical value can be measured or evaluated using estimation methods. Subjective properties, like odour quality or odour fondness which rely on each person's appreciation are more difficult to assess, even though referential charts have been established to harmonize the qualitative description of such properties into significant words. So for computer aided aroma design, we will face both real and integer type and character type properties.
Except for standard properties (normal boiling point, …), all physical and thermodynamic properties depend on the molecule surroundings conditions (temperature, pressure solvent, …) that must also be acknowledged along with the property value. For subjective properties, rarely controllable surroundings have been known to affect the perception of the property, like painting color, noise, wind … Such perturbations are nevertheless discarded in a CAMD methodology. Notice that for aroma, the odour intensity can be described by the odour value concept that is proportional to the ratio of the saturated vapour pressure to a threshold concentration in air. The threshold concentration has been measured for some existing fragrances but is likely unknown for novel substances (Calkin and Jellinek, 1994) and cannot be evaluated apart from experimentally as far as we know because it requires a panel of sensory experts even though automatic sensory devices have been tested for the black truffle aroma (Talou et al., 1987; 1990) . So it has a numerical value like objective properties but is rather based on a subjective assessment of experts.
For objective type properties, according to Gani and Constantinou (1996) , estimation methods are classified as "reference" (accurate but computationally expensive) and "approximate" (limited application range but computationally simple). Models of approximate methods, established on a regression procedure, describe the chemical structure-property relationship, like QSPR methods that rely on molecular descriptor or group contribution methods that rely on the segmentation of a molecule in a set of predefined atoms or chemical groups (Reid et al., 1987) . Such simple methods are fast and can be used in the first levels of CAMD where candidates are numerous to discriminate them. Their drawback is the difficulty to handle key features of real molecules, like isomers, without adding complexity. At a further level in CAAD framework, when the number of candidate substances has been reduced, more sophisticated methods like multi-order group contribution methods (Marrero and Gani, 2001) or molecular simulation tools, can be used to distinguish isomers or spatial conformation or detailed reactivity compliance with some active site. Molecular simulation tools are not really estimation methods but rather belong to experimental techniques ran using numerical simulations (Allen and Tildesley, 1987; Frenkel and Smit, 1996) .
Using such diverse methods within the CAMD methodology is possible thanks to the hierarchical multi-level search where the number of candidate molecules is reduced at each level, thus enabling to use increasingly more sophisticated property estimation and candidate discrimination tools Harper and Gani, 2000; Achenie and Sinha, 2003) . Evidently, property estimation tools used at each level differ in their required input, ranging from component chemical formula or chemical group decomposition in group contribution methods to detailed atomic position and velocities in molecular simulation tools or spin multiplicity of ground or excited states of substances in quantum chemistry methods (Korichi et al., 2007) .
Indeed, description of candidate molecules in terms of gross chemical formula is never sufficient but for academic examples, because it is ambiguous even for simple formula (e.g. C 2 H 6 O can refer to ethanol or dimethyl ether). CAMD requires a deep investigation of the molecule structure that for complex problems where component mixtures are sought or isomers must be distinguished may lead to determine interaction between mixture components or a molecule spatial configuration. At the chemical process level, a practical implement of the information at all level; process unit level, phase level, transport phenomena level, molecule level; is welcome (Mangold et al., 2002) .
Even though authors have proposed automatic decomposition algorithm of molecules into groups, there exists no molecular framework handling all levels of description; from the gross chemical formula via various functional groups to the spatial 3D atomic coordinates; and thus suitable for input to any property estimation technique accessible at any level of the hierarchical multi-level CAMD methodology. Discarding voluntarily mixtures, we have proposed in part I a molecular class knowledge framework handling all the information needed on a single molecule at the various level of a CAAD methodology. The molecular class knowledge framework is based on molecular graph representation that enables reliable and efficient parsing and reorganization compatible with a CAMD framework using genetic algorithm, even for the large molecules that we need to handle (Ourique and Teles, 1998) .
For each four level of the molecular screening, a molecular class was defined: Any molecule is decomposed in elementary, basic and composed groups and 3D atomic coordinates suitable for any objective property estimation methods, namely descriptor based methods, simple group contribution methods, complex group contribution methods or molecular simulation tools. Inheritance between the molecular classes enables to expand or reduce information display at will. Finally, to enhance reusability of the framework, an input/output XML format based on the aggregation of CML and ThermoML was proposed to store the molecular classes but also any subjective or objective property values computed during the CAAD process.
Group contribution methods or more sophisticated tools are fine for the prediction of objective type properties which are described by a quantitative value. However, in the substitution of aroma substances we are involved in; subjective properties predominate over any objective property. Intuition states that subjective properties still rely on structural information of the molecule, but classification rules rather than regression equations must be devised to assess the subjective property of the candidate molecule. The uncertainty of the structure -odour relationship has been reasonably handled by artificial neural network in the literature for several odour classes with compounds often bearing similar chemical structure features, once pertinent molecular descriptors of the odour class are found. Multidimensional Data Analysis is another method to obtain such a classification rule. Both are used and compared in part II to obtain the SOR of the balsamic odour with a further attempt to classify within the balsamic note the molecules into secondary odour note as the aroma industry requires such information.
3.
Structure-odour relationships 3.1.
Former work
Odour related properties can be set into three types: odour quality, odour intensity and odour fondness. The last one is strictly a personal matter that has no concern with the substitution of aroma within CAAD, which is not the case of odour quality and intensity. Real aromas are furthermore mixtures of several fragrances and their overall quality and intensity is a matter of competition. To simplify the problem, we do not consider mixtures in this paper but we mention that recent works have considered odour intensity in mixtures and, using perfume ternary diagrams, have evaluated the concentration ranges over which a fragrant component of a ternary fragrance mixture in one or more solvents is predominantly perceived (Mata et al., 2006) . They did assumed that the fragrance odour note and the threshold concentration in air of the mixture components where known.
The odour intensity can be described by the odour value concept that is proportional to the ratio of the saturated vapour pressure to a threshold concentration in air. The threshold concentration has been measured for some existing fragrances but is likely unknown for novel substances (Calkin and Jellinek, 1994) and cannot be evaluated apart from experimentally as far as we know because it requires a panel of sensory experts even though automatic sensory devices have been tested for the black truffle aroma (Talou et al., 1987; 1990) .
For novel candidate molecule within CAMD methodology, before evaluating the odour intensity, the odour quality itself must be first assessed in terms of a primary note and often in terms of secondary note. Odour note subjectivity comes from the difficulty to assess the reaction of each person to a given fragrance, which is a combination of the fragrance volatility and of the nasal receptor physiology but also a matter of brain learning during each person's life. For the so-called professional noses learning is essential and is done based on referential charts, like the odour rainbow which splits subjectively fragrances into categories (Jaubert et al. 1995) . Those charts, also found in wine tasting industry enable to set a standard description of odours but subtle differences may arise from one author to another, especially when considering odour secondary notes. Evaluation of the odour note of a novel molecule is then a key issue that has been attempted for several primary notes through the use of Structure -Odour Relationships (SOR): for camphor (Chastrette et al., 1996) , for sandalwood (Zakarya et al., 1997) , for musk (Cherqaoui et al., 1998) and for ambergris (Kovatcheva et al., 2004) .
Efficient structure-odour relationships use molecular descriptors further combined into empirical relations that can be used to predict the odour for new molecules and can be used for the design of new odourant molecules.
Among a number of computational techniques used successfully for the prediction, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN's) are one of the most used, as these artificial systems attempt to mimic the function of the brain with interconnected information-processing neurons (for detail see Dreyfus et al., 2004) .
They can handle problems involving imprecise or 'noisy' data as well as problems that are highly nonlinear and complex. ANNs can identify and learn correlative patterns between sets of input data (in this case molecular descriptors) and corresponding target values (odour). Like a young person facing a new fragrance note, an NN must be trained to recognize it in novel molecules by being repeatedly fed input data together with their corresponding target outputs.
Successful applications of ANNs in structure-activity relationships of aroma and odour compounds have been already described in the literature. Chastrette et al. (1995) have investigated 105 molecules comprising nitrobenzene, carbonyl tetralins and carbonyl indans with musk fragrance, using a threelayer back-propagation neural network. In another study Cherqaoui et al. (1998) have used the same method, with multilayer neural network using the back-propagation algorithm, to investigate a series of tetralins and indans with musk fragrance. Furthermore, Zakarya et al. (1999) tested a classification of camphor odour compounds by means of ANNs with a back-propagation algorithm and K nearest neighbor. They also studied the relationship between sandalwood odour and molecular structures of organic compounds, in particular cyclohexyl-, norbornyl-, campholenyl-, and decalin derivatives, with a three-layer back-propagation neural network (Zakarya et al., 1997) . These researchers have used structural, topological, geometrical, electronic, and physicochemical parameters as descriptors to generate odour predictive equations. Such parameters are readily available within a molecular class knowledge framework coping with any detail of the molecule (gross formula, expanded formula, descriptors, chemical group description, atomic coordinates …). Our effort is concentrated on the Balsamic primary note that has not been described by SOR, with the additional challenge of evaluating secondary notes within balsamic classification. Furthermore, we do not restrict the investigation of the odour note within a homologous set of molecules like homologous chemical series, as was done in most of the literature work.
The pertinence of looking for a SOR through molecular descriptors can be questioned. Looking at various odour classification, among which the Aldrich's reference catalog (Aldrich, 2005 ) and Jaubert's popular's field of odour (Jaubert et al., 1995) that we have considered in this work, one notice that often similar molecular structures are associated to a given fragrance. However, two main discrepancies emerge between such classifications. First, a single molecule can belong to several fragrances, sometimes because it possesses chemical groups that each are characteristic of a given aroma. Second, Aldrich and Jaubert's classification disagree on the classification of some fragrances.
For example, Aldrich does consider the sweet aroma as such whereas Jaubert does not and merge it within other fragrances, considering that it is too subjective. So, an unambiguous classification scheme may be beyond reach as it depends on the initial classification.
3.2.
Data set
A total of 240 molecules are taken from Aldrich Odours and Fragrances catalog, 2005 (chemical structure and odour quality) and are listed in Table A1 table 3 ).
The second sample is constructed of 121 molecules of balsamic odour that are further split in 5 secondary notes according to Aldrich's catalog: anise (compounds 1 to 10), balsam (compounds 11 to 27 plus compound a), honey (compounds 28 to 43 plus compounds b to f), vanilla (compounds 44 to 56 plus compound g) and sweet (compounds 57 to 102 plus compounds h to s). In this case, we consider the discrimination between the sub-notes of balsamic odour. The codification of the odour classes and sub-classes are mentioned in the Table 3 . 
Molecular Descriptor generation and Pre-selection
Molecular descriptors accounts for a particular aspect of the molecule structure. As examples, the count of atoms, functional groups and characteristic fragments are some of the constitutional descriptors family of the studied structure. Descriptors include constitutional, informational, topological, physicochemical, and electronic parameters (Todeschini and Consonni, 2000) . Topological descriptors are related to the two-dimensional representation of the molecular structure. Molecular descriptors are the most significant common features of molecular structure that can be used to develop Structureproperty relationships. A large set of molecular descriptors was computed on the 2D structures (for all database) and only 3D structure optimized by hyperchem® 7.0 software for sample 2 (Hypercube, 2003 
3.4.
Methods Figure 7 presents the methodology applied to correlate the structure of the molecules to relevant descriptors. After the generation of molecular descriptors and pre-selection of a set of representative descriptors using statistically meaningful criteria, two cases are explored. First, Linear discriminate analysis (LDA) is used with 2D and 3D-descriptors, to correlate the first and second samples. In the second case, neural network technique is used to instead of LDA but starting with the most relevant descriptors generated by LDA step as inputs for neural network.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Discriminant analysis is an analytical technique, whereby a multivariate data set containing m variables is split into a number (k) of pre-defined groups, using discriminant functions (Z) which are based on linear combinations of the original variables. Discriminant analysis is not only a classification rule, but also is a very powerful tool for selecting the predictor variables that allow discrimination between different groups and for classifying cases into different groups with a better than chance accuracy (see Johnson and Wichern, 1998) . Linear discriminant analysis was carried out using 2D
and 3D-descriptors. Compound set samples are divided into two parts: a training set (70% of the compounds) and validation set (30% of the compounds, molecules not included in the training set) for all types of odours. Forward stepwise procedure was used to select the descriptors that identify the nature of odour of molecules. The criteria for the selection of the best LDA equation included a comparison of the tabulated F (Fisher, 1936 ) and Wilk's U statistical values (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) , the determination of the percentage of molecules correctly classified, and the prediction of the classification of molecules not included in the training process (cross-validation).
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) Approach
Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) were used for classification purposes, this being a feed-forward neural network with a multilayer structure. Each layer is made up of a number of units, and each unit in a single layer is connected to all units in the next layer. All connections between two units in adjacent layers are assigned a weight, namely a positive or negative real number that multiplies the signal from the preceding unit. Each unit sums its various weighted inputs until some preset level (which depends on the activation function employed) is reached, and at this point it fires and sends its signal to the units in the next layer. The number of input units was set by the relevant descriptors generated in the LDA approach. Input data was normalized between 0 and 1. There was only one output unit corresponding to the property being classified. As seen in table 3, for the first sample, a 1 value was assigned to the balsamic molecules and 0 to non balsamic ones. In this paper, for NN output values below 0.4 or above 0.6, the classification was considered as correct for both non-balsamic and balsamic compounds respectively. When the NN output values were between 0.4 and 0.6, the molecule classification was said to be incorrect by this network. For the second case and to classify different sub-notes in the typical balsamic odour, the codification used is presented in table 3.
Therefore, we used the arctangent function as the activation function in the hidden layer. The weights of connections between the neurons were initially assigned with random values uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The output layer is considered as a sigmoïde function. The neural network configuration is m-X-1, where m represents the number of descriptors to be considered as inputs (12 descriptors from 2D in the classification of balsamic/non balsamic odour and 21 descriptors from 3D in the classification of sub-notes). The number of neurons in the hidden layer was determined by trial and error, respecting the empirical rule mentioned by So and Richards (1992) , based on the quotient (Q) between the number of data points in the training set and the number of adjustable weights controlled by the network. The best range 1.8 < Q < 2.2 has been suggested as an empirical guideline of acceptable Q values. It has been defined that for Q < 1.0 the network simply memorizes the data while for Q > 3.0 the network is not able to generalize. In our case the variation of X is between 3 and 9. The training and the validation sets are generated randomly, corresponding respectively to 70% and 30% of the samples data. After several training sessions, an optimal number of hidden neurons X is retained.
3.5.
Results and discussions (Table 5 ). So the LDA classifies well the balsamic odour. A closer look at the poorly classified molecules points out the ambiguity of existing fragrance catalog classifications confronted to multi odour compounds. Table A2 in annex lists the minimal, mean and maximal value of the descriptors for the balsamic and non balsamic training and validation sets. (Topological charge index of order 10) relative to those of the molecules rightly classified in the balsamic primary note, this is due to the presence of oxygen and nitrogen atoms. Molecule 62 has the highest GATS8m (Geary autocorrelation coefficient) value among the balsamic compound in Aldrich's catalog. All molecules with higher GATS8m like molecule 62 are classified in the no-balsamic odour.
So we infer that molecule 33 bad classification may be due to its ambiguous classification in Aldrich's catalog.
Among the 91 non balsamic odour compounds of sample 1, 16 molecules out of 91 are wrongly classified as balsamic odour. 13 out of these 16 (molecules 201, 203, 204, 205, 220, 221, 222, 223, 225, 226, 231, 235 and 237) 
Second sample (sub-notes of balsamic odour)
Classification among the sub-notes of balsamic odour is done considering 2D-descriptors and 3D-descriptors. F-value discrimination leads to the selection of 14 2D-descriptors and 24 3D-descriptors.
They are listed in table 6 and 7 along with their associated statistical parameters. The classification results of the LDA are listed in Table 8 . The minimal, mean and maximal descriptor values for each set are given in annex (Table A3 and A4). As seen in Table 8 , the 3D-descriptors model provides a better classification than the 2D-descriptors model, likely because it incorporates 3D information that is characteristic of balsamic compounds.
Indeed, but the sweet sub-note, all five sub-notes molecules in the training set of compounds are completely classified by the 3D-descriptors model whereas only anise molecules are classified by the 2D-descriptors model. With both model, the sweet sub-note has the worse classification. Indeed, sweet is not considered as a typical odour type in the reputed referential chart "the field of odours" of Jaubert et al. (1995) . From the discrimination work with 2D-descriptors (figure 8), 3 molecules 2, 6, 9 are wrongly classified in anise sub-note compounds. The probable reason is the similarity of compounds 6 and 9 to molecule 48 found in the vanilla sub-note (the presence of aromatic ether group included in the nArOR descriptor). They also have a relatively higher JGI6 molecular descriptor value (measure the net charge transferred from two atoms in the molecule) due to the presence of oxygen atoms and higher EEig02r relatively to anise molecules. Molecule 2 is classified in vanilla odour with probability of 0.53 for vanilla group and 0.41 for sweet group.
A poor classification concerns the balsam sub-note with 12 molecules out of 18 wrongly classified.
Molecule 13 is considered as anis. Molecules 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 23 , 24 display a O-C=O group (nRCOOR descriptor) and are classified as honey sub-note, where O-C=O group is observed for 14 out of 21 molecules in the honey sub-note. Molecules 21 and 26 are considered as vanilla and molecules 14 and 25 as sweet sub-note.
In the honey sub-note odour, Aldrich's molecules wrongly classified are considered by Jaubert's "field of odour" classification as belonging to another primary odour, namely rose. In addition, molecule 43 is classified between honey and sweet with belonging probabilities of 0.40 and 0.58 respectively.
The vanilla group obtains the best classification. Only 3 molecules (51, 56 and 60) are misclassified as sweet sub-note. This might be assigned to absence of nArOR group that characterize the vanilla subnotes. Besides, these molecules are also present in the sweet sub note group in alrdrich's catalog.
The sweet sub-note obtains the worst results: 32 molecules out of 58 are distributed among other subnotes. The low discrimination of the sweet odour may be attributed to the subjectivity of this sub-note, that is not considered as a typical odour type in the reputed referential chart "the field of odours" of Jaubert et al. (1995) .
The classification is repeated with the 3D-descriptors model. 100% classification occurs for the training set for all five sub-notes but the sweet one. The vanilla sub-note is also 100% correctly classified for the validation set, showing how this sub-note is correctly described by the chosen descriptors. The misclassification among the validation set has the same reason than those evoked for the 2D-descriptors model. The balsam sub-note classification is better in the 3D than in the 2D discrimination, only 5 molecules are misclassified. Honey, sweet and anise have mixed results concerning the classification of the validation set with the 3D descriptors model. Having a closer look at the observed failures, we note that 70% of molecules wrongly classified in the honey group are classified in the sweet group, and 30 of molecules wrongly classified in the sweet sub-note are classified in the honey sub-note. 4 molecules of anise sub-note have misclassification. Indeed, compounds 2 and 9 are classified in the sweet sub note group. This is likely due to the closely same value of G(0…0) for both molecules that is near the mean value of this descriptor in the sweet sub-note group. On the other hand, they have higher Dispm geometrical descriptor value (measure the displacement between the geometric centre and the centre of the atomic mass field) than sweet sub note compounds. For molecules 5 and 10, the 3D-MoRSE descriptor (Mor23v: scattered electron intensity descriptor) is relatively higher than the mean value within the anise sub note group and the Du (WHIM descriptor to characterize the global density) is lowest for these molecules among the anise group and close to the vanilla group mean value. Specifically for the sweet sub-notes, misclassified compounds are distributed among all others sub-notes, in accordance with the subjectivity of this subnote according to Jaubert et al. (1995) .
The linear classification equation parameter values are listed in table 6 and 7 for the sample 2 balsamic sub note classification using the 2D or 3D-descriptors model respectively.
Neural network approach
3.5.2.1. First sample (balsamic / no-balsamic odour)
For the first sample, we discriminate the balsamic odour from no-balsamic odour. The optimal network architecture is 12-15-1. After the network run, a validation error of 0.118, a training error of 0.090 and a test error of 0.059 are observed. The errors are defined as squared difference between predicted and actual output value. The performance of the network (see Table 9 ) is a correct classification of 82.14 % for training set (52/61 for balsamic + 63/79 for non balsamic), 75.00% for the validation set 137, 196, 197, 198, 200, 203, 204, 221, 223, 232, 234 and 240 as balsamic impression.
The misclassification of molecules (21, 29, 33, 34 and 42 ) is attributed to the geometric molecular descriptors GATS8m (Geary autocorrelation coefficient based on atomic mass) and GATS7v (Van Der Waals volume). The range of the first descriptor is between 0.22 and 0.27, which is different from all balsamic molecules in the exception of molecule 62 which has a higher value and these molecules are characterized by the absence of non-aromatic conjugated C(sp2) (nCconj molecular descriptor). For compounds (45 and 87), the misclassification is assigned to the presence of oxygen atom and these compounds are able to make hydrogen bonding (represented by the nHDon descriptor), on the other hand, the SEigz are lower and the same relatively to the no balsamic odour, as sign in the table A2 in annex.
The second case concerns compounds that are not classified with certainty as their output from the network are between 0.4 and 0.6. These compounds are 47, 95, 220 and 226 for test set, 10, 58, 93, 96, 133, 143, 201, 215 and 217 for validation set 10 molecules out of 26) of these molecules are also wrongly discriminate by the LDA. Some of them have shown that the probability is close to 0.5 in the LDA approach. We may infer either that the selected descriptors are not discriminant enough for these molecules or that they intrinsically bear multiple odours which can emerge individually depending on the molecule environment. In the second sample to discriminate the sub-notes of the balsamic odour, the network used in this section is based on the 3D-descriptors model that has proven the best in the LDA study. The output is considered as one sub-note is coded 1 and the others are zero (see table 3 ). All five optimal networks architecture are 23-3-1. Each network is run for 10 different trials, where different random initial weights are used in each trial. In each case, the network is trained until the squared error is less than 0.01. The cross-validation is associated to locate the optimal network. Table 10 present the correlation coefficient for the training set and validation set and the errors on the each sub-notes. These are defined as squared difference between predicted and actual output value for the each sets. In addition, we obtain an overall Pearson correlation coefficient for each sub-notes. Table 10 . Neural network misclassification based on the 3D for sub-notes odour.
It is noted that as in the LDA study, vanilla molecules obtains the best classification. Also, the sweet odour has the lower coefficient and so the worst results, in accordance with the suspected subjectivity of this sub-note (Jaubert et al., 1995) .
Discussion
Overall, the LDA analysis performs a correct classification for sample 1 and for sample 2, but for the sweet sub note. We note that misclassified compounds lie at the margin in terms of molecular descriptor value within their supposedly group. Some display multiple odour assignment either within the balsamic primary note or to another primary note (rose). The LDA correctly finds that they are not true representative of their odour sub note. Furthermore, the sweet sub note proposed in Aldrich's catalog is not correctly discriminated and, looking at the reputed Jaubert's Field of Odours classification, we suspect that indeed sweet is a far too ambiguous and subjective sub note that should not be used to classify molecules.
The Neural Network Approach has worse results than the LDA study. As presented earlier, the literature attempts to classify defined odours with ANN were successful. But we recall that they focused on well defined odours with sets of molecules bearing similarities as in homologous series. In this study we have considered a larger set of compounds, furthermore with a much larger spectrum of molecular structure. We have also considered for sample 2 five sub notes classification instead of a binary classification like sample 1 and past literature studies. In our case, the ANN fails. Improvement could be imagined like a selection of a more representative training set of molecules, but that would push us away from the CAAD ideas that intend to screen as many different structures as possible. A better selection of the descriptors used for the ANN could be thought of but they were taken from the LDA that has shown its capacity to classify the molecules for both samples. So we postulate that the ANN mixed results are due to the incoherencies of the Aldrich's catalog classification.
4.
Conclusion and perspectives
Computer Aided Aroma Design (CAAD) is likely to become a hot issue as the REACH EC document targets many aroma compounds to require substitution. The two crucial steps in CAMD are the generation of candidate molecules and the estimation of properties, which can be difficult when complex molecular structures like odours are sought and their odour quality are definitely subjective or their odour intensity are partly subjective as stated in Rossitier's review (1996) . The CAAD hierarchical methodology and a novel molecular framework were presented in part I. The present part II focused on a classification methodology based on 2D and 3D molecular descriptors to characterize the odour quality of molecules and enounce an unambiguous Structure -Odour Relationship (SOR). The multidimensional data analysis is a powerful tool to reduce data sets and encapsulate the maximum of molecule's structure information. The classification into balsamic / non balsamic quality was satisfactorily solved. The classification among five sub notes of the balsamic quality was less successful, partly due to the selection of the Aldrich's Catalog as the reference classification. Overall, Linear Discriminant Analysis performed better than Artificial Neural Network and 3D descriptors model was better than 2D descriptors model. ANN failed particularly for the sub note classification (case 2).
Incorrect descriptor selection or training set evaluation may have caused this failure in addition to significant incoherencies of the Aldrich's catalog. Indeed, LDA results show that for sample 2, the sweet sub note considered in Aldrich's catalog is not a relevant sub note as almost all supposedly sweet molecules were discriminated into other sub notes like honey and balsam, confirming the alternative and popular classification of Jaubert et al., (1995) , the field of odours. Other odour quality discrepancies arose, showing the uncertainty of Aldrich's catalog classification: many compounds supposedly within the honey sub note according to Aldrich's catalog were misclassified and are indeed considered as belonging to another primary note, rose, by Jaubert et al. (1995) . Future work should address the prediction of odour intensity that combines quantitative vapour pressure data with more subjective odour threshold that so far only sensory expert panel have been able to evaluate, unless some phenomenological model of odour detection by the human body is developed.
5.
ANNEX A Table A1 . Smile and odour of the compounds studied. O=Cc1ccc ( 
Odour
